
311 complaints received 2013-2014 pertaining to french service at 311. 
reason txtdescription Date Created

311 Internal
French email from Councilor Vandal's office.  Citizen is conserned by the lack of French CSRs while 
he was trying to pay for a ticket 8/14/2013

311 Internal

Asked for French Language Service and no agents were available at the time. I advised the resident 
that we have do not have many french reps, and unfortunately at the time of his call, there were no 
french reps scheduled. He also mentioned that the CSR who spoke English and took his call was a 
helpful person, and his concern was not about her service, but the lack of french service. he did not 
express that he would like to be contacted regarding his concern. 11/22/2013

311 Internal
Caller would like to complain about the lack of French operators. He is upset that we offer service 
in french, however this is the second time in approx 6 months that this has occured. 11/25/2013

311 Internal

The caller phoned on the French line. As she complained about the 'deplorable' services that the 
COW provides with garbage, recycling and sidewalk snow clearing, she complained about the 
French line recording. She indicated that the messages are half in French and half in English. She 
finds this unacceptable; she believes that the message should be completely in French. 1/11/2014

311 Internal

The caller is from  and I had to take a French call from him as there 
were no French speaking staff members here at the time. I advised I could either offer him service 
in English or the translation service and he said English would be fine but he wanted an office 
report submitted with a reference number. 1/22/2014

311 Internal

While waiting on hold caller was listening to the french speaking announcer. Next time caller hears 
the messaging she is hoping to hear the french speaker be able to speak french and not trash the 
language. 4/9/2014 *poor french language on the IVR. 

311 Internal

Citizen states that the english line has a whole bunch of updates and information while holding, 
that are not on the french line.  She also states that there are grammical errors on the french line as 
well. 5/22/2014 *grammatical errors on the IVR 

311 Internal
Caller is upset that she chose french option and was on hold for over twelve minutes until she gave 
up so called the english line and got thru with a few minutes.  Caller states it happens often. 6/13/2014

311 Internal
Caller would like to make a complaint that we have no French agents available at this time. She 
want her complaint about this registered. 7/7/2014

17(3)(e)(i)



311 Internal
Caller feels that there should be a french agent on at all times. Caller states that the service is 
useless if no one is there to speak french. 9/24/2014

311 Internal The citizen is upset that we did not have any french agaents availble when he called in tonight. 11/15/2014

311 Internal
Caller states that there was no french service available for him during late night. CSR did offer to 
get a translator on the phone, but citizen refused. 12/4/2014
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